2015 CeDEx-CREED-CBESS Meeting
Venue: King’s Centre, Norwich

Day 1: Monday June 22nd

12:30-13:30: Registration and lunch
13:30-13:40: Welcome Address

SESSION 1. Chair: Stefania Sitzia (CBESS/ University of East Anglia)

13:40-14:00: Max Hoyer (CREED/ University of Amsterdam)
*Stand by your man - The role of shared history in investment decisions*

14:00-14:20: Ashira Perera (CeDEx/ University of Nottingham)
*Collective coping in the presence of interdependent risk exposure*

14:20-14:40: Liza Charroin (CNRS/ Lyon)
*Sequentiality and heterogeneity in network formation games*

14:40 - 15:00: Coffee Break

SESSION 2. Chair: Sara Godoy (CBESS/ University of East Anglia)

15:00-15.20: Francisco Gomez Martinez (CREED/ University of Amsterdam)
*Partial Cartels and Mergers with heterogeneous firms: Experimental Evidence*

15:20-15.40: Liang Lu (CBESS/ CCP/ University of East Anglia)
*The effect of endogenous fines and detection probabilities on cartel formation and prices*

15:40-16.00: Lina Maria Restrepo Plaza (CBESS/ University of East Anglia)
*Power Loss Aversion*
16:00 - 16:20: Coffee Break

SESSION 3. Chair: Abhijit Ramalingam (CBESS/ University of East Anglia)

16:20-16.40: Georgia Michailidou (CeDEx/ University of Nottingham)
The complicity game

16:40-17.00: David Smerdon (CREED/ University of Amsterdam)
"Everybody’s Doing It": On the Emergence and Persistence of Bad Social Norms

17:00-17.20: Hanna Fromell (CeDEx/ University of Nottingham)
Tradeoffs between Self-interest and Other-Regarding Preferences Cause Willpower Depletion

17:20-17.40: Tom Lane (CeDEx/ University of Nottingham)
Do we discriminate against other groups when we think it is socially appropriate to do so?

19:00: Dinner at The Library Restaurant - 4A Guildhall Hill, Norwich, NR2 1JH
www.thelibraryrestaurant.co.uk
Day 2: Tuesday June 23rd

8:30 - 9:00: Breakfast Baps and Pastries

SESSION 1. Chair: Mike Brock (CBESS/ University of East Anglia)

09:00-09:20: **Jindi Zheng** (CREED/ University of Amsterdam)
*Friend or Foe? Social Distance in Bribery*

09:20-09:40: **Benjamin Beranek** (CeDEx/ University of Nottingham)
*Culture of Honor Revisited: Examining the Attitudes and Punishment Behavior of US Southerners.*

09:40-10:00: **Natalia Borzino** (CBESS/ University of East Anglia)
*In Gov We Trust: Voluntary compliance in networked investment games*

10:00 - 10:15: Coffee Break

SESSION 2. Chair: Francesco Fallucchi (CBESS/ University of East Anglia)

10:15-10:35 **Lu Dong** (CeDEx/ University of Nottingham)
*A simple mechanism implements Pareto efficient outcome in games with positive externality*

10:35-10:55 **Simin He** (CREED/ University of Amsterdam)
*Competition and cooperation with a population structure: theory and experiment*

10:55-11:15 **Lingbo Huang** (CeDEx/ University of Nottingham)
*Strategic momentum in field and lab team contests*

11:15 - 11:30: Coffee Break

SESSION 3. Chair: Gerardo Infante (CBESS/ University of East Anglia)

11:30-11:50 **Zhixin Dai** (CNRS/ Lyon)
*The efficiency of crackdowns: A lab-in-the-field experiment in public transportations*

11:50-12:10 **Mengjie Wang** (CBESS/ CCP/ University of East Anglia)
*The effect of time pressure on consumer behaviour*

12:10-12:30 **Lian Xue** (CBESS/ University of East Anglia)
*Prepayment Effect in Riskless Choices- A revisit*

12:30: Lunch
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